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after defeating the joker, bruce realizes that nyssa has
set batman up, as she is the one who introduced the
joker to the toxin. nyssa then arrives at the clock tower
with nyssa's men, and it is revealed that nyssa is now a
member of the league of assassins. batman then learns
that nyssa has taken control of the gotham museum, and
that all of the militia members working for the arkham
knight are under her control. while driving in the
batmobile, batman rescues a runaway girl. she tells him
that a serial arsonist named firefly has kidnapped the
police officers. batman saves them and then has the
batmobile drive them to firefly's hideout. however, firefly
escapes and batman chases him through the sewers to
set up a trap. after chasing firefly through sewers,
batman discovers that firefly has rigged the batmobile
with explosives. after defeating firefly, batman drives the
batmobile into a quarry and uses a remote to blow up
the explosives, killing firefly and destroying the
batmobile. dr. wu gets his hands on the joker's old cell
and uses it to create an antidote for the joker's mutagen,
thus curing the joker of the joker venom. the next step is
for a chemist named maxie zeus to synthesize the
antidote. in order to gain access to maxie's lab, batman
must infiltrate arkham asylum. the joker's cell was
constructed in the old maximum security section of
arkham asylum. the joker was working with a group of
inmates and an unknown contact in the prison who was
supplying him with material for the joker venom. the
joker venom was a toxin that was used to stop the joker
venom from taking effect.
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batman: arkham city is a stand-alone game. the game is
set in the fictional city of gotham, which is being overrun
by an epidemic of crime and anarchy. players enter the
game as the notorious batman and the story takes place
one year after the events of arkham asylum. like arkham

asylum, batman: arkham city features improved
gameplay and controls, more traversal options and a

new social system called the asylum online. players are
able to develop their character throughout the game,
which allows them to specialize in a particular field of

expertise and upgrade their gadgets, weapons and skills.
the player can choose to play as either batman or robin.
the game starts with batman. players move through the
game and gradually unlock different areas of the city,
going through the main story missions. if the player

chooses to play as robin, they can go through the story
as either robin or nightwing. robin will be able to go
through all of the story missions as nightwing, but

nightwing will be able to go through the story as robin or
nightwing. players can choose to play as either batman

or robin. the game starts with batman. players move
through the game and gradually unlock different areas of

the city, going through the main story missions. if the
player chooses to play as robin, they can go through the
story as either robin or nightwing. robin will be able to go

through all of the story missions as nightwing, but
nightwing will be able to go through the story as robin or

nightwing. the free-roaming gameplay is done in an
environment much like that of the original arkham city.
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the free-roaming aspect is a great addition to the
gameplay, which has seen a lot of improvement since its
release. the new gameplay features a new free-roaming
system, which opens up the city to the player. the player

can drive a batmobile, park in the batcave, and will be
able to visit the locations of batman's activities. but you
wont be able to access the entire city, only the special

locations that you have unlocked. 5ec8ef588b
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